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В работе дается краткое описание программного комплекса (ПК) 
BRAND, ориентированного на возможно точное решение 
(не(стационарного уравнения переноса нейтронов, фотонов и 
заряженных частиц в условиях реальной трехмерной геометрии. Наличие 
в комплексе универсального геометрического модуля позволяет 
практически без упрощений представлять геометрии исследуемого 
объекта, описывая ее формализмом поверхностей второго порядка. 
Скомпилированная для комплекса BRAND библиотека констант 
ориентирована на использование индивидуальной информации об 
элементах для описания взаимодействия частиц с каждым изотопом 
композиции в негрупповом подходе. Модульная организация комплекса 
позволяет осуществлять быстрый переход к различным геометриям, 
типам источников и детекторов, неаналоговым алгоритмам 
моделирования процесса переноса, типам частиц^. 

Description is given to the program system BRAND designed for 
the accurate solution of non-stationary equation of neutron 
transport, photons and charged particles in the conditions of real 
three- dlmentional geometry. An extensive set of local and 
non-local estimates provides an opportunity of calculating a great 
set of linear functionals normally being of interest in the 
calculation of reactore, radiation protection and experiment 
simulation. The process of particle interaction with substance is 
simulated on the baeie of individual non-group data on each 
isotope of the' composition. Modular organization of the system 
enables fast transition to diverse geometries, types of sources and 
detactore, non-analog algorithms of transport process simulation to 
be accomplished. 

(C) - Inetitute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE), t99i. 



INTRODUCTION 
The optimum solution of шшвгоив р г о Ы е ш involving those of 

Ionizing radiation transport la impossible without the knowledge 
of fractional differential characteristics of radiative fields 
Induced by these radiations. The required accuracy In transport 
equation solution would be feasible eolely In a detailed 
description of real three-dimensional geometry of the object under 
study and In a detailed consideration of information on 
radiation/Batter Interaction, which can be performed within the 
Monte-Carlo method In the most correct way. 

The paper presents a brief description of the program system 
(PS) BRAND oriented to the maximum accurate solution of a (non) 
stationary transport equation for neutrons, photons, and charged 
particles in the conditions of a real three-dimensional geometry, 
(thlB version is the further development of version /1-4/). An 
availability of universal geometrical module in the system allows 
the geometry of object concerned to be represented virtually 
without simplifications describing it via the eecond - order 
surface, formalism. A wide set of local and nonlocal estimates 
allow a great number of linear functlonals to be calculated, which 
are traditionaly of Interest in mathematical simulation of 
radiation transport processes In reactors and radiation shielding. 
The library of nuclear data /5/ compiled for the BRAND system Is 
orlsatad to the application of Individual Information on the 
element* for the description of Interaction of particles with each 
Isotope of the composition In the non-group approach (a detailed 
description of anlsotropy and energy spectra of secondary 
particles, cemtlnuoi s tracking of ewerpv vartHtlone in 
imterartlona, ч nam of buagronpe Jn the uureecived rtwmuis" region 
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etc.) The nodular arrangement of the system allowa a fast 
transition to alternative geometries, types of sources and 
detectors, non-analog algorithm of transport process simulation, 
types of particles. 

EVIOTNENT OF THE М Ш Е - С А М Л METHOD 

Simulation of the particle transport process is mde in the 
phase space of coordinates г > (x,y,z) , directions о - (U,T,W), 
energies E and time t (denote x - (r.O.E)). The neutron transport 
equation to he eolved I'm the operator form will be 

«Here y n(x,t) Is the neutron collision density; f n(xtt) - the 
first collision density defined by the transport part of kernel K n 

and the neutron source Q n(r,n,E,t). The secondary ^-radiation 
transport equation has the similar operator form 

• ;
8 ,
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where the sense of y ( 2 )

, f'
2

' for photons is the S U B as w ,f n 

for neutrons; Г J,2

'if defined by the transport part of kernel К 
and the secondary photon source, which in turn Is a linear 
functional of solution (1) * n with the weight function b(r,E), 
describing the emergence of photons In neutron reactions. With the 
prescribed sources of л-radlation (yr.O.E.t) available In the 
system , the transport equation la solved Independently 

у;
п
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which In ite sens* is similar to equation ( l) . 
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Charged particles whoee characteristics are described by the 

functionals Q z - (V n,z n) and Q - (y ,8 ) are assumed to be formed 
In the points of neutron and photon collision. Here z -

z (r,E ,E2.A.Z) . E z, A and Z are the kinetic energy, ease and 
atonic charge of Ion; E - the energy of particle undergoing 
collision In point r; the Index p Is equal to n or g. Angular 
distribution of Induced charged particles Is considered Isotropic. 

Currently two functional capabilities have been Implemented 
In BRAND PS for charged particles. First, the feasibility to 
calculate functionalB of the fori 

У 2 = (K ZQ Z) . <«> 
where y z(r,Q,E z,t) - Is a phase density of charged particles 
distribution; K 2 transition density 1в representable In the form 
of product space-energy and tlae sides L 2 and T z, L_, being 
represented by the notion of specific braking ability of the 
medium ( the data on braking characteristics are taken fro* /6,7/ 
). For more details on the Monte-Carlo technique Implemented for 
calculation (4) see /8/. 

Second, the solution of equation (1) for charged particles on 
the assumption of the medium being amorphous and making uae of a 
physical model principally are based on Refe. /9-H/. 

The presented version of BRAND PS enables a broad spectrum of 
linear functionais represented In the form <¥p.4p>

 t 0 "e 
evaluated, where у - are the prescribed weight functions of 
arguments г, й e and t, and Index p can be equal to л, g or 2; 
у > y

, n

« . y
, 2 )

. As equations <2)«'and (3) are solved 
independently, an independent account of contributions fron 
y

1 1 'and y (

* 4 s feasible. In addition, the appropriate />rtlor. of 
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kernel K can play the role of у , that allone the local 
characteristics of radiation fields to be estimated. 

SOFTWARE 

The BRAND program system Is composed In the modular principle 
on the BESM-6 computer, ES computer and IBM PC AT - type personal 
computers In the algorithmic language FORTRAN. All Initial 
lnformatlor Input Is performed using паве lists of FORTRAN operator 
NAMELIST. 

The nodular arrangement of the system allow a fast 
transition to alternative geometries, types of eources and 
detectors, non-analog algorithms of radiation transport simulation 
to be realized. Interchangeabillty of varlons modules is provided 
by standardizing this Input and output as «ell as the functions 
performed by each module subroutine. 

By the operating program of the eystem we shall understand a 
specific set of modules from the basic section of system combined 
on the level of load modulee or texts : 

- load module (D; 
- control module of this version (c); 
- source nodule (s). The density of source Q (r.o.E ,t) 

induced particles distribution in the phase space of coordinates, 
direc- tlons, energies and time is assumed to be assigned In the 
form : 

Q(r.a.E.t) - Q R(r)q(O.E.t) , 
alternative representations via conventional densities being 
acceptable Tor the function q ( Index p, equal here tc n, z or $ 
le emitted above wi.ile with p=z q = q(a,A.E,z,t) ). 
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- of the geometric nodule (C). Each of the geometric nodules 

of BRAND PS eerves for the solution of the sane problem : 
construction of a segment of particle path between a collision 
point ( or a particle production point ) and a point of particle 
escape from the geometric region concerned in the assigned 
direction fit. That la the equation of beam along which the particle 
is moving and the equation of each k-th surface restricting the 
3-th geometrical region of the system are solved Jointly : 

1 r - r 0 + <-0 

g£(r)-0 . 
The result of geometric module operation is the file of values t 
representing the lengths of Q beam segments over the intersecting 
geometric regions beginning irttb the point r 0 and up to the 
escape from the system. The quick-acting specialized geometric 
modules are designed for calculations In special-type geometrlee. 
and the universal geometric module allow to aseemble virtually 
unlimited - in - complexity three - dimensional geometry obtained 
as a reeult of operations of intersecting, Joining and completing 
arbitrary-size three - dimensional bodies from a wide set of 
certain "standard" bodies. The set of standard bodies includes a 
semi -space restricted by a plane or a second-order eurface, a 
sphere, a cylinder, a cone, a parallelepiped, a prism, a torus and 
a number of other bodies. 

-- particle detection module or detector (o). The principles of 
BRAND geometric module construction allow most dissimilar forms or 
weight functions u to be applied in the detection module (0). E.g. 
the weight functions corresponding to an estimate of escape from 
the system, a local estimate to a point, over the surface or disk 
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or volumetric detector, a double local estimate, an estimator by 
the expectation method and others. 

- nodule of particle motion direction vector simulation upon 
interaction or physical module or collielon nodule (P). The BRAKD 
PS library of nuclear data has : a convenient structure for 
Monte-Carlo calculations; group subdivision and a value of 
constants neutron сговв-aectlons BMAB-78 /12/, or NEDAM /13/ In the 
prescribed energy Intervals; subgroup representation of Interaction 
croBS-eectlons in the energy groups for unresolved resonance 
regions; Individual Information on an element to describe neutron 
Interaction with each Isotope of natter; data In a form standard 
for the Ibnte-Carlo method - in the .form of tables of N 
equlprobable values of scattering angle coeine for the description 
of elastic scattering anisotropy process; information from the 
nuclear data library HEDAM for the description of energy 
transitions in inelastic reaction on the particular element; 
continuous energy variation tracking, that allots time 
characteristics of a particle to be carefully taken into account. 
Photon interaction cross-eectlons are assigned by the energy scale 
points /14/, the Klein-Hlshlna-Tamm efficient msthod of 
distribution simulation is employed for the Compton scattering 
process /15/. A constituent of the BRAND system nuclear data 
library are the routines of operational nuclear data file 
preparation by the mMlgned Isotope composition of physical zone, 
as «ell as service programs allowing any correction of the source 
Information on the element to be performed ( the library loading by 
the data from various evaluated data files included ). The BRAND PS 
library of nuclear data for neutrons and photons is fairly «ell 
described in /5/. That Is «ny. let the physical module for ions be 
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briefly dwelt upon. The calculation la based on the model of pair 
interactions and the behaviour of Ion la specified by a number of 
consecutive collisions with amorphous target a toe; the Ion path 
length between the collisions are assumed rectilinear. On the way 
of each path length the particle energy drops by a value of 
electron energy losses, and then, upon the collision - by the so -
called nuclear or elastic energy losses, i.e. by the energy 
transferred to a target atom In collision. To reduce count time an 
analytical pattern of scattering angle calculation by Blersack-

Haggmark is applied. The relationships for simulating the processes 
involved are described In detail in /11/ and here they are omitted. 

- module of non-analog simulation of radiation transport 
processes (H). Within the BRAND PS by the present moment a few 
efficient non-analog modifications of the Monte-Carlo method have 
been implemented :stepped essential sampling /17,21/; automatic 
selection of paths across the zones with least optical thickness by 
the program /18,22-24/; application of Importance function obtained 
from the solution of adjoint transport equation by the 
deterministic method /19/ and a number of others. 

-module of calculation results postprocessing (8). 
In addition to the principal sections of the BRAND eystem, 

there are eupplemsntory capabilities : connection to the system of 
programs allowing the correction of constant information; plotting 
of the calculations! data obtained ( on a plotter ); processing of 
the calculatlonal data obtained taking Into account the 
eiperlmentai data and others. 

Thus, the operating program ( OP ) of the BRAND system Is : 
O»» - L + С + S + C + n + P + H + R . 
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On an average the volume of the system version compiled Is 

Ггом 3000 to 8000 for trail operators.BRAND envisages an opportunity 
of automatic concervatlon of the results In the course of 
computation Kith a subsequent continuation from the moment of 
scheduled or emergency stop of computation ( count ). 

Currently б options cf BRAND are continually being developed: 
transport of neutrons and secondary photons, transport of primary 
/-radiation, fission fragments, solution of heat conductivity 
equation on the basis of transport equation approximation, solution 
of boundary-value problems by wandering about the boundary and the 
grid. 

The following BRAND options are prepared for delivery: 
Option 2.3 - solution of the transport equation with the 

assigned neutron source ( the transport of neutron and secondary 
/-radiation Is simulated ); 

Option 3.2 - solution of transport equation with the assigned 
photon source; 

Option 5.2 - solution of heat conductivity equation; 
Option 6.1 -calculation of врасе-Птв distribution of fission 

fragments energy contribution; 
Option 7.2 - solution of critical equation. 
Due to the capability to eolve a non-stationary transport 

equation In a virtually arbitrary three-dimensional geometry, a 
great set of non-analog techniques employed for the calculation of 
radiation field differential characteristics and availability of a 
detailed nuclear data library, the BRAND program system is fairly 
extensively employed In the solution of problems concerning 
Ionizing radiation transport. 
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The code system performance Is validated by numerous 

comparisons with the experimental data and calculation results by 
other codee, see e.g. /20-24/. The typical computation time depends 
on the complexity of the problem to be solved. FOP the moet 
problems of neutronlcs experiment simulating 15 minutee of IBM-370 
processor time is enough to reach the statistical accuracy 5-10 %, 
for the shielding problems 1-3 hours and more will be required. 
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